We show that the problem of computing all contiguous k-ary compositions of a sequence of n values under an associative and commutative operator requires 3 k?1 k+1 n ? O(k) operations.
Introduction
Given a sequence of values (x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x n ) from a universe U and an associative binary operator , we consider the problem of computing all k-ary compositions of contiguous subsequences of length k. More formally, the problem of computing x i x i+1 x i+k?1 for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n ? k + 1.
Cooper and Kitchen presented a solution to the problem in 3], which requires 3 k?1 k+1 n -operations. We show in Section 1 that this is optimal even if is commutative as well. The solution has applications to e.g. the computer vision task of region dilation where a run-length encoding of a region can be grown vertically by or-ring together k-tuples of rows of the region (see 3]). For special operators the k-ary composition problem is simple cases of general problems. For instance, if the universe is the booleans and the operator is disjunction, the general problem is the boolean sum problem 1, 7, 8] . This is the problem of computing n outputs from n inputs where each output is a disjunction of a subset of the inputs. For the general problem the number of operations might be (n 2 =log n) 8] . In Section 2 we examine how many comparisons are required to solve the problem for the operator max in the decision tree model. We show that the complexity is 1 + (1= p k) n ? O(k). The problem is a special case of the set-maxima problem 2, 4] where the problem is to compute maxima for n arbitrary subsets of the input. It is open whether subsets exist such that the complexity of the problem is (n log n). E cient solutions to other special cases than the one dealt with in this paper have been given. In 2] an O(n) algorithm is given for the case where the sets are the hyperplanes in a projective geometry. For the general set-maxima problem an optimal (within a constant factor) randomised algorithm with expected complexity O(n) was presented in 4]. Finally, the corresponding on-line problem of computing maxima is considered in Section 3. For the on-line problem it is required that the set maxima are computed from left to right. That is, all maxima of k consecutive ele- We denote the number of -operations required by A(n; k). We need the following notion of a computation graph and a combinatorial lemma about them.
De nition 1.1 A directed acyclic graph G = (V; E) is a computation graph if V consists of three kinds of nodes: input, computation and output nodes.
Input nodes have indegree 0 while computation and output nodes have indegree 2. Output nodes have outdegree 0. Lemma 1.1 Let G = (V; E) be a computation graph with r + 1 input nodes fv 0 ; v 1 ; : : : ; v r g and t output nodes such that From any input node there is a path to some output node and to any output node there is a path from v 0 .
Then jV j 2r + 1.
Proof: Let M V be the set of nodes on paths from v 0 to output nodes. To connect the remaining input nodes to output nodes there must be at least maxfr ? (jMj ? 1); 0g non-input nodes outside M since each node in M, except v 0 , has at least one of its predecessors from M. In total we get that jV j r + jMj + maxfr ? jMj + 1; 0g 2r + 1. (1) The block B is divided into two \triangles" L and R (see Figure 2 for an example).
In L there is a path from each of the k input nodes to the output node in L.
Because of (1) In this section we examine the complexity of the problem for a constant k and a sequence (x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x n ) to compute the set-maxima maxfx i ; x i+1 ; : : :; x i+k?1 g for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n ? k + 1 2, 4] .
If the complexity is measured as the number of max operations required we already know the complexity from the previous section. We will use the model commonly used when measuring maxima problems, namely the decision tree model. That is, we count the number of comparisons needed to solve the problem at hand. Let C(n; k) be the number of comparisons needed to solve the set-maxima problem in the worst case. For simplicity, we assume throughout this section that no two elements in the sequence (x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x n ) are equal. Otherwise the ordering can be used where is de ned by (x i x j ) , (x i < x j ) _ ((x i = x j )^(i < j))]. We also assume (x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x n ) to be given and xed, so we will not continuously refer to it. We will repeatedly build lists of maxima for pre xes and su xes for the various subsequences of the given sequence. The following notions turn out to be helpful, expressing what is going on.
De nition 2.1 Pref is the function that maps an interval l; u] to the sorted list of indices (i 1 ; i 2 ; : : :; i m ) for maxima for pre xes of (x l ; x l+1 ; : : : ; x u ). Formally Pref is de ned as: Pref( l; u]) = (i 1 ; i 2 ; : : : ; i m ) where l = i 1 < i 2 < < i m u and i 2 fi 1 ; i 2 ; : : :; i m g , x i = maxfx l ; x l+1 ; : : :; x i g:
In analogy Su is the function that maps an interval to the list of maxima for su xes.
We call the problem of computing both Pref and Su for an interval for the hump problem. Let H(n) be the number of comparisons needed to compute Pref( 1; n]) and Su ( 1; n]).
Another problem related to the set-maxima problem is the augmented staircase problem. This is the problem of computing Pref( 1; n]) and in addition the second largest element. Let S(n) be the number of comparisons needed to solve the augmented staircase problem. The motivation for examining the hump and augmented staircase problem is Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 to follow. Lemma 2.1 S(n) H(n) + 1. To show the lower bound we reduce a number of independent instances of the hump problem to the set-maxima problem. The idea is that if a subsequence of length h k is surrounded on both sides by subsequences of length k ? 2 containing \small" elements, an algorithm solving the set-maxima problem will reveal which comparisons to make to solve the hump problem for the middle subsequence of length h.
We partition the sequence (x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x n ) into blocks of size h + k ? 2. The k ? 2 leftmost elements in each block are \small" (think of them as being ?1). The rightmost h elements are \large". By scaling, the \large" elements in each block are made greater than the elements in the blocks to the left of it. Figure 3 illustrates the set up. Besides solving all the hump problems any algorithm for the set-maxima problem has to verify that all the \small" elements are indeed small. Thus the number of comparisons made is at least (k?2)+H(h) per block except for the last one. We accounted for the k ?2 and H(h). In addition, comparisons have to be made between the leftmost \large" element in a block and the the last (\large") element in the preceeding block to determine the maximum for the subsequence of length k containing the two elements referred to and the \small" elements between them. All in all, at least H(h)+k ?1 comparisons per block except for the last one have to be made. x 1 x l x i x j x r x n Figure 4 : A snapshot of the known ordering for the hump algorithm.
We nally prove two lemmas which lead to the main theorem of the paper, namely Theorem 2.5.
Lemma 2.3 H(n) n + 2 p n ? 2.
Proof: A simple way to solve the hump problem is to compute Pref( 1; i]) from left to right and Su ( j; n]) from right to left by increasing i and decreasing j one by one and test whether a new maximum for a pre x or a su x is met, until i and j meet (i = j ? 1). In the extreme case only x 1 and x n are maxima and the situation when i and j meet after n ? 2 comparisons would be that x 1 and x n had to be compared and the smaller of the two should be compared with up to n 2 elements (those tested smaller than the larger one). This would altogether require : : :;`1; 1): It is quite involved to write down in detail the strategy to maintain the invariant. We describe the answers for the three cases where parameters change. For the remaining cases the answer follows from the invariant to be maintained. When x s and x t (s < t) from block i and j (i j) are compared, we call the comparison internal if i = j and external otherwise. The three cases described concern all situations where x s is an element from a block to the left of block m (b i > m): 3 The on-line set-maxima problem
We de ne the on-line comparison complexity C on-line (n; k) to be the number of comparisons needed for an on-line algorithm to solve the set-maxima problem. An on-line algorithm is required to read the sequence (x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x n ) from left to right and to know all set-maxima in (x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x i?1 ) before reading x i . Proof: We use an adversary strategy which on x i ?x j for i < j answers:
x i > x j if k ? 1 divides i, and x i < x j otherwise:
The ordering that we enforce on (x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x n ) can be seen in Figure 6 . Since x (p+1)(k?1) = maxfx p(k?1)+1 ; : : :; x (p+1)(k?1)+1 g it has to be veri ed that x p(k?1)+i < x (p+1)(k?1) for i = 1; 2; : : : ; k ?2. This cannot follow by transitivity from the comparisons involving x p(k?1) above. Thus x p(k?1)+i has to lose at least once more (for 1 i < k ? 1) and the statement follows.
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The following theorem is a direct corollary of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. 
